See More. Explore Further.
The current state of tissue analysis needs improvement. Current gold standard
techniques are 100 years old and rely on the analysis of 2D thin section FFPE
(~5-10 micron) slides. Spatial and morphological analysis of the tissue microenvironment is highly limited. There are also complications with processing hundreds
of slides. Researchers rely on a small sampling of the tissue to understand
complex biological processes.

Higher Value. Increased Confidence.
There is no equivalency. CLARITY based tissue clearing coupled with Tru3D™
Spatial Analysis gives researchers 10X more contiguous and more meaningful data
as compared to current gold standard 2D FFPE thin-sections. With CLARITY tissue
processing, you get complete and contiguous rich data.
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CLARITY Tissue Clearing and Tru3D™ Services

Get Started

ClearLight Biotechnologies lab services include tissue clearing

If your work will benefit from non-destructive tissue processing

using the CLARITY method, immunostaining, 3D imaging

and Tru3D spatial imaging analysis, let’s work together on new

(multiplexed fluorescence), and Tru3D spatial analysis in 3D.

possibilities. Choose with confidence the level of customization,

Seeing whole-volume high-content imaging lends context to

as well as the video, image and data analysis required for your

the tissue analysis phase. Imagine drug discovery and research

research.

as a maze of dark paths ahead of you. This is your flashlight,
illuminating the path ahead, and allowing you to avoid deadends. See more, explore further with ClearLight Biotechnologies.

GET STARTED

https://clearlightbiotech.com/services
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